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Fire Averted from Deep & Punkin Preserve
By Allan B. Cobb

On Friday, February 8, 2008 a brush fire started
near the Punkin and Deep Cave Preserve. The fire
was started by a welder working on a gate. The
fire quickly spread and by Sunday, it had burned
over 1300 acres. The fire came close to our cabin,
reaching the road just northwest of the cabin. If
you were standing on the front porch, you would
have been able to see the fire reach the other side
of the road. Either Friday night or early Saturday
morning, the firefighters from Edwards and Val
Verde Counties lit a back fire along the road and
it kept the fire from spreading across the road. If
the fire had crossed the road, our cabin would have
likely burned.
Bill Stiver was on his way out to Punkin and
Deep on Friday but his progress was stopped
because the fire was across the road between the
third and fourth gates. He called Geary Schindel,
Photo by Allan Cobb
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A helicopter drops water to suppress the fire as it approached Deep & Punkin Preserve from the north.

the Preserve Manager, and told him of the
situation. On Saturday morning, Geary Schindel,
Calvin Alexander, Linda Palit, Joe Ranzau, and I
headed out to see the damage. We also worked at
See FIRE

A firefighter surveys the smoky scene.
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VIEW FROM THE PALIT
By Linda Palit

Time passes…views change and my view has
certainly changed! Just a few years ago I was
worried—was TCMA was making a mistake buying Deep and Punkin Caves? Could we raise the
money for the down payment? Would Texas cavers
support TCMA in the purchase? Could we raise
the money for the mortgage payments?
TCMA now only owes about $40,000 on the
Deep and Punkin property. Through donations
from cavers, we have paid off the other $80,000 of
the loan. I am sure we won’t have problem paying
off the rest of the loan.
Now I am looking to finding more significant
Texas caves for purchase. It is important that we
find out about these caves as soon as they come
on the market. This spring I heard that the ranch

H.T. Miers Cave is on was subdivided, and that
H.T. Miers Cave now has a new owner. The new
owner does not want to know about his caves and
does not want to hear from cavers. So, what do we
do to find out about these caves for sale and get a
chance at purchasing them? Do we create a list
of caves we might be interested in, and then find
all those owners and send letters? Do we make
personal contact? How do we make this work? If
you want to be part of process of finding the next
TCMA cave, let me know. Let’s not let H.T. Miers
or another classic Texas cave change hands again
without a chance to purchase or to at least let the
owners know we exist and we are interested buyers.
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Lois Manno: Artist and Caver
By Kevin McGowan



When I heard of a
Lois leads a busy life.
New Mexico caver doShe creates artwork above
nating a portion of profits
and below the ground,
from one of her art works
cares for her two daughto TCMA, I had to find
ters, is the wife of Jazz
out more. We talked on
musician, Jack Manno,
the phone and her story
and works with sculptress
was wonderful.
Rebecca Tobby.
Lois was introduced
I asked Lois, how
into caving in 1978 while
she came up with idea of
attending college in Wichdonating to a TCMA. She
ita Falls, Texas. At her
said that she met some
first meeting of the North
TCMA members at an
Texas Speleological SoNSS convention and was
ciety, she saw how much
impressed with what she
fun the cavers were havheard about the organizaing. Lois was impressed
tion. After the vandalism
CALCITE
IN
FLIGHT
by the strong friendships
of the butterfly formation
In Memoriam: The Sonora Butterfly
among the cavers. She
in Caverns of Sonora, she
thought this would be a good group of people to get looked on the internet to learn more about Texas cavto know. After graduating as a graphic designer, she
ing groups. She was impressed TCMA’s education
continued caving.
policy and wanted to do something to support it.
Over the years, Lois has had some enviable
According to Lois, “Gating and cave closure
caving adventures. Her first
Photo by Kevin McGowan are only partially successful
vertical cave was the Devil’s
in protecting caves. I believe
Sinkhole. Since then, she’s gone
education is the number one
on to have some great times
way to control vandalism. Most
and get involved with many
Texas caves are on private land
different caving projects. In the
and it’s almost impossible to
mid 1990s, she did restoration
control how land owners treat
and inventory in Lechuguilla.
their caves. Culturally, educaOne of her dozen trips into
tion is longer lasting and has a
Lechuguilla was as sherpa for
broader effect than protecting
Nova Films. Her love of art and
individual caves.”
cave conservation has kept her
The poster of “Calcite In
involved in a variety of cavFlight” is available from Lois
ing projects, such as ongoing
and will soon be available
restoration projects at Carlsbad
from other sources. A portion
Caverns. While Lois was docuof the proceeds is donated to
menting historic signatures in
the Texas Cave Management
Lois Manno
Carlsbad Caverns she found
Association.
one by Jim White dated 1898. This signature and
Earlier this year, Lois returned to the Devil’s
date are earlier than when he was suppose to have
Sinkhole She took the time to record her own version
discovered the cave in 1901.
See MANNO
p. 16
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Amazing Maze Survey Trip Report
By Rae Nadler-Olenick

Over the April 22-24 weekPhoto by Peter Sprouse
end, twenty-three cavers from
Texas and New Mexico converged on Amazing Maze Cave
near Bakersfield for the third in a
series of re-survey trips that started after the cave was re-opened
in 2006 following a dozen years
of closure. Peter Sprouse, Linda
Palit, Jon Cradit, Weston Cradit,
Mason Cradit, Laura Rosales,
Joe Mitchell, Evelynn Mitchell,
Geary Schindel, Mark Gee, Don
Arburn, Michael Portman, Rae
Nadler-Olenick, Walt Olenick,
Joe Datri, Grace Gorengasser,
George Veni, Wes Schumacher,
Ryan Reid, Sandi Calhoun, Rob
Bissett, Rick Corbell, and Mike Geary Schindel happily pulls tape in Amazing Maze.
Harris all took part in the latest
round of surveying.
out by 6:30. By day’s end, they had mapped 545
A prior survey of Amazing Maze ended in 1993.
additional meters of passage, bringing the new surShortly afterward, the gate was welded shut followvey to a total of 2,345 meters; they also uncovered
ing an act of vandalism. In 2006, TCMA renegotia number of promising leads.
ated terms of management with the University of
A Survey: Laura’s team—Rob, Weston, Jon
Texas Lands System and sent a team to repair the and Michael Portman—began on the main level
gate. TLS then made the cave once more accessible
at Klimchouk Alley. Their original plan to go
to TCMA members, who held two survey trips in straight to the lower level was modified when they
January and February of 2007. The purpose of the
found the squeeze too tight for the entire crew to get
new survey is to replace the earlier map with a more through. Instead, they devoted themselves to filling
elaborate one including profiles and cross sections,
in the blanks in the pre-existing map, mainly in the
as well as to push new passage.
Octopus area. Later, Rob and Weston checked out
The group gathered Friday night in the usual spot the lower level, which they reported as different
at a one-time stock pond on UT land just across the
from above, with larger passageways. Much of it
Interstate from Ste. Genevieve Vineyards. Amazing
had been previously surveyed by Philip Rykwalder,
Maze, with its myriad of tight-packed passages, is
and somebody will have the job to continue that
Texas’ third-longest cave, (7,500+ meters shown on work on the next trip. The team mapped a total of
the old map). It’s thick with powdery dirt and con43 meters.
tains enough twists, turns, squeezes and crawlways
B Survey: Peter’s team—Geary, Mason, Walt
to provide a challenge to surveyors.
and Rae —taking off from station C68, surveyed
Five teams led by Peter Sprouse, George Veni,
from B17-B48. They mapped some 160 meters of
Laura Rosales, Wes Schumacher and Mark Gee
walking, crawling and squeezing passage with lots
entered the cave between 9:00 and 10:30 and were
of tie-ins to prior surveys, closing numerous loops
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and generating several going leads. While the cave
They netted about 143 meters of survey, and met
is largely undecorated, it possesses interesting geotheir goal to complete that part of the maze. There
logical features in abundance: ceiling domes, rim are no promising leads left in that area. After they
vents, deposits of gypsum and endolite clay—all finished, George stayed behind the others briefly
indicative of a corrosive gas origin. Numerous to re-sketch an area where surveys had joined but
domes and vents were present in this area, much to neither survey team had sketched the junction fully.
the delight of geologist Geary.
Upon discovering a scale error on a previous sketch
C Survey: Wes’s team—Sandy, Ryan, Grace
which, once corrected, would affect the view of the
and Joe Datri—started from the Broken Spoke in the entire area in a major way, he decided to wait until
C area, turned right and then proceeded all the way
the next trip when a new plot can be created for that
to the edge of the cave, closing a number of loops section with a grid to assist in the sketching.
near the edge in the process. One spot appeared to
The group left in their wake a collection of coldrop abruptly to
Photo by Peter Sprouse orful new place
the lower level
names, each more
and turned out
creative than the
to be just above
last. Such as:
where the last
A Survey:
lower survey endL a u r a ’s t e a m
ed: it could be
were impressed
a connection—a
by the fact that
very tight one.
she talked to herOne unpleasant
self while sketchdiscovery of the
ing, and named
day was…fleas!
“Pasaje la Loca”
Joe, assisted by
in her honor.
Grace, was doing
B Survey
filmography for a
named “The
film about Texas
Whinery” for the
caving he’s makreaction of team
ing for ICS 2009;
members (one in
The B survey team takes a break in Amazing Maze. Left to right: Rae
as much of the Nadler-Olenick, Mason Cradit, Walt Olenick, and Geary Schindel.
particular!) conpassage involved
fronted with a
stoop-walking in narrow, one to one-and-a-half particularly tight, nasty squeeze.
meter spaces, the logistics of moving equipment
C Survey bestowed the moniker “Fleaway” on
around and setting up shots proved tricky at times.
a flea-endowed area, but refrained from exploiting
The team racked up 83 meters for the day.
the rich anatomical naming potential occasioned by
E Survey: Mark’s team—Evelynn, Mike Harris their presence in the C-section.
and Rick—started at Dirt Bike Junction on the upper
E Survey named the “Perfect 10” passage for
level, turned Northeast, and, following the passage, a shot which, starting at the Petticoat formation,
quickly found themselves in the lower level where read exactly 10 degrees azimuth and 10 degrees
they spent the rest of the day. They took about 35
elevation.
shots for a total of 116 meters.
F Survey: Stomach growling noises in one area
F Survey: George’s team—Linda, Don and Joe
inspired the name Borborygmi Junction (it must
Mitchell—tackled the F part of the maze (just to the have been lunchtime).
“left” of the entrance), where they focused on filling
The next survey trip to Amazing Maze is
gaps in an area surrounded by surveyed passage.
planned for January 2009.
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George Veni: Executive Director of the National Cave and
Karst Institute
By Aimee Beveridge

Tell me about your new position at
NCKRI.

My job title is Executive Director. But first let me
tell you about the National Cave and Karst Research
Institute (NCKRI). NCKRI was founded by an act of
Congress in 1998 to conduct, support, and facilitate
cave and karst research, education, management,
and data collection, and build partnerships for
those purposes. It was created as an institute within
the National Park Service (NPS) as a three-way
partnership. Half of the funding came from the federal
government through the NPS and half through the
State of New Mexico through New Mexico Tech.
The City of Carlsbad provided substantial funding
and support to build our headquarters building.
However, after a few years, the partners realized
that NCKRI could not easily fulfill its mandates
due to administrative restrictions within the NPS,
so they recast NCKRI as a non-profit. It is now a
hybrid organization. While a non-profit, it still has
its federal, state, and city partners and funding, and
it still has its Congressional mandates. With that
change in 2006, the former Executive Director, Dr.
Louise Hose, continued her employment with NPS
and moved to Washington, D.C. (and will soon be
moving to Texas), and I was hired, starting work in
February 2007.
Considering all of NCKRI’s changes, I spent
most of 2007 traveling to build and reinforce existing
partnerships and to establish new partnerships. I
also spent time working on needed administrative
changes because of our metamorphosis from an
NPS institute to a non-profit, much of which I’m
still working on this year.
What types of research projects or
cave conservation projects are you
involved in?

NCKRI’s projects reflect its presently small
staff. We are currently focused more on facilitating
projects rather conducting them, though we are
directly doing some projects too. Since NCKRI
is affiliated with New Mexico Tech, some of our

INTERVIEW
funding goes to support its academic Cave and
Karst Program. Many Texas cavers know Kevin
Stafford and Laura Rosales, who are two students
at Tech (Kevin just completed his Ph.D. and hired
to teach at Stephen F. Austin University starting this
fall). They are among many Tech students whose
doctoral and masters research, and other benefits,
were financially supported by NCKRI. On a smaller
scale, we worked with Western Kentucky University
to facilitate master’s level education for NPS
employees who are managing some the country’s
most important karst areas. Through grants we have
supported microbiological and other research, plus
several conferences. NCKRI is currently the leading
sponsor of the International Congress of Speleology
that will come to Texas next year.
Most of the projects we are doing, instead of
just supporting, are through partnerships. The best
example is the Karst Information Portal (KIP).
NCKRI, along with partners at the University of
South Florida, University of New Mexico, and
the International Union of Speleology, created the
Portal and announced it last summer. The Portal
serves many functions, one of which is one-stop
“shopping” (there is no cost, this is a non-profit
activity) for cave and karst information, which is
intrinsically multidisciplinary but poorly indexed
and difficult to access. Digital versions of many karst
resources are now available through KIP. Databases,
bibliographies, images, gray literature, etc., created
by cavers and karst scientists world-wide, are
accessible through KIP’s federated searching
(simultaneous search of multiple data sources) of
identified karst sites on the Internet. Other features
include a scanning electron micrograph repository,
oral histories, and links to key electronic karst
resources. Upcoming resources include an education
program, with both on-line taught and self-taught
options, focused initially on cave management and
restoration. The KIP will continue to grow as users
and developers bring more information and tools
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into the network. For more information, I encourage
people to register at www.karstportal.org. One of
the benefits of registering is getting feeds of news
and information as they are posted to the Portal.
Registered users can select the type of information
they want to receive, if any.
Much of NCKRI’s stand-alone research is
conducted by our hydrogeologist, Dr. Lewis Land.
He has published several important papers on the
karst hydrogeology of southeastern New Mexico.
As our staff and funding increase, we look forward
to conducting projects in other regions. One of our
goals is to focus on projects that will have national
and international application.
We’ve heard that NCKRI is planning on
a new building site. Can you tell us
about it?

Many people have the understandable, but
mistaken idea that we are located in Carlsbad
Caverns National Park because we are located in
“Carlsbad.” Before I came to NCKRI, there was
discussion about building NCKRI headquarters
near or on New Mexico State University’s Carlsbad
campus at the north end of the city of Carlsbad.
Instead, we will be located near downtown along the
Pecos River in “The Cascades,” named for where
the river cascades down the Upper Tansill Dam.
The Cascades project is somewhat controversial in
Carlsbad. The mayor visited San Antonio several
years ago and was impressed by the River Walk. He
returned to Carlsbad with the idea of extending the
linear park that exists along the Pecos into a former
industrial area and redeveloping it into a shopping,
tourist, and office district. He got the funding to buy
the property, put in a road, upgrade the utilities, and
attractively landscape it with a canal along which
locals and tourists would stroll, shop, and eat. Some
people thought it was a boondoggle, but NCKRI was
supposed to be the first building in place, the anchor
to prove the mayor’s concept. That is still the plan,
only considerably delayed.
The original design for the building was overbudget. Attempts were made to scale it back, but
then the architect died. His firm lacked anyone else
of his skill and certification to redesign the building,
so a new architectural firm was sought and hired at
the same time I started working for NCKRI. The

building is back on track. Its roughly 1,600 m2
(17,000 ft2) will include a bookstore, laboratory,
classrooms, and interactive educational and museum
space on the first floor. A library and administrative
space will occupy most of the second floor. Given
the high vulnerability of karst terrains to adverse
environmental impacts, the building will be a model
for sustainable building and management practices,
which will be highlighted throughout the facility.
Some features will include recycled materials, water
and energy efficient fixtures and equipment, creative
building design to minimize energy consumption,
and a rainwater harvesting system. The structure
will be solar-ready; solar panels will be installed at
a later date. In collaboration with Bat Conservation
International, NCKRI Headquarters will be the
world’s first building constructed with an artificial
bat roost as part of its design. Cameras, microphones,
and various probes in the roost will provide live
images and data into the museum and to the NCKRI
website for research and public education.
Today I received the final architectural drawings
to review. Of course there will be some minor last
minute adjustments, but we hope to have the plans
ready in April for contractors to start bidding.
Assuming all goes well, construction will start
in early summer and will take about one year to
complete. I was hoping the building would have
been ready to show-off to the many field trips that
will come though Carlsbad next year as part of the
International Congress of Speleology, but that won’t
be possible. I could have pushed to finish the design
faster, but felt it more important that the design be
done as well as possible.
Is there any research currently being
directed toward cave conservation?

Once the building is complete, I’ll hire the rest
of my staff (or as many people as I can afford)
and then NCKRI will really take off. I’m anxious
to see NCKRI’s incredible potential realized, but
for now we have to take baby steps to make sure
the administrative gears are set and working, the
building is built well, and an outstanding staff is
hired. With staff in place, we’ll then be able to
focus on conservation, research, education and other
projects. We’ll also be more effective in bringing
See VENI
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in additional funds to pay for more staff and more
projects.
Most of our current research is laying technical
foundations on which to build effective and
scientifically sound stewardship practices. One
example is the hydrogeologic research and data
collection Lewis Land is conducting in southeastern
New Mexico. NCKRI is working on a conversation
project with the NSS Conservation Committee to
create a digital hydrologic model that illustrates
how karst aquifers work. This will be a great
educational tool to support conservation measures.
We’ll present the first phase of that model at the end
of April at the annual convention of the American
Planning Association. About 5,000 urban and land
planners will attend. Most of these people work for
city and county governments. If they can learn the
importance and sensitivity of karst, we’ll make some
big steps toward better protecting karst areas.
How does it feel to be the Chairman
of the 2009 International Congress of
Speleology (ICS)?

I don’t think about being Chairman of the ICS;
I simply do the work. When the idea of a Congress
in the U.S. came up in 2003, I was in a situation to
coordinate it, and so I ended up with the position.
Not working on the ICS wasn’t an option. A great
many things we now take for granted, such as certain
caving equipment, techniques, books, expeditions,
international relations and friendships, professional
careers in karst (mine included), and even cave/karst
protection laws, were a direct or indirect result of
the ICS held in Kentucky in 1981. Some benefits are
still quietly unfolding. The 2009 ICS will have longterm positive international repercussions for years to
come, including things we can’t dream of now.
Is there anything that we Texans can
do to make our international guests
welcome?

Yes! Contact Nancy Weaver, our Volunteer
Coordinator at nancyw@io.com. Send her a message
listing your interests, skills, and availability before
and during the ICS. She’ll then match you as best

TCMA Passages

as possible with ICS committee members needing
help. We’ll need a lot of help! Currently we have
85 people on the ICS Organizing Committee, not
counting the people on their committees helping
in myriad ways. Most help will be needed during
the ICS, but a lot is needed in advance too. I’m
confident we’ll have an outstanding ICS because of
the work done by this fantastic all-volunteer team.
And a well-run ICS, where we show attention to our
guests’ needs, will make them feel most welcome.
Even if some cavers can’t help out by volunteering,
they should come to ICS, give talks and attend talks,
go on the field trips, and visit as much as they can
with our international guests. There is political
tension around the world. Let’s show our guests
that national politics don’t intrude on the bonds we
share as cavers.
TCMA is an important part of the ICS team
through several of its members working on the
Organizing Committee and in other roles, by
allowing ICS field trips to TCMA caves, and through
a generous donation of $5,000. This will help keep
the price of ICS registration as affordable as possible
for students and also for professionals working in
some incredible karst areas around the world, but in
terribly depressed economies. They will learn a lot
about cave science, exploration, and management
during the ICS, and so will everyone who attends.
For more information on the ICS, I encourage
people to check out our website: www.ics2009.us.
Registration will begin this summer. Register! The
ICS will be a wonderful experience, and another
probably won’t return to the U.S. for 30 years.
Have you been on any nice caving trips
lately?

During the past year, between wrapping up my
old consulting projects, building up NCKRI in my
new job, and working on the International Congress,
I haven’t spent so little time caving since I started
in 1975. I’ve been underground several times, but
mostly on tours during conferences and meetings.
However, I did manage to do my first real caving trip
in over a year at Amazing Maze Cave at the end of
February. It’s only 2.5 hours from Carlsbad, so it’s
easy to get there compared to when I lived in San
Antonio. I’ve wanted to see the cave for years, and
this was my first chance. It was a fun and relaxing
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trip, sketching 143 m of passage that Don Arburn,
Joe Mitchell, and Linda Palit surveyed. People think
I’m joking, but I really do enjoy surveying and
sketching maze caves; I find it relaxing.
I hope to do some other caving trips this year,
including some in New Mexico, but I’m not expecting
to do much until late 2009 when I’ll have more free
time. At that point, my old work obligations will be
complete, the Congress will be over, and the steepest
part of the build-up and learning curve at NCKRI
should be behind me.
You’ve been very active in the TCMA
and TSS. Are there similar groups in
New Mexico?

Sadly, no. Most New Mexico caves are located
on public lands held by the National Park Service,
U.S. Forest Service, and the Bureau of Land
Management. For the remaining caves on private
property, and even those on public property, there are
few urban stresses or other management issues that
usually trigger the creation of groups like TCMA.
That’s not to say that there wouldn’t be anything for
an organization like TCMA to do in New Mexico,
only that the need appears less urgent.
As for a New Mexico organization equivalent
to TSS, extensive files on the state’s caves are held
by a few long-time cavers. Several New Mexico
cavers have privately expressed the desire to see
these files consolidated under the umbrella of a
TSS-like organization. I’m not yet savvy enough
on New Mexico caving politics and personalities
to say anything definite or detailed, but I expect
such an effort would encounter some resistance.
My hope is that speleological surveys will develop
in all cavernous regions. I certainly appreciate the
efforts of people who privately organize regional
files and make them available to cavers, but in no
way can those efforts compare to what a well-run
organization can accomplish.
You’ve been involved in the TCMA nearly
since its inception. Do you have any
advice for the TCMA for the next 5
years?

Given my move west, I haven’t been to a TCMA
meeting for a while so forgive me if I cover things
already in the works:

A) Develop a strategic plan that conceptually
addresses key goals and needs for the next 1, 5, 10,
and 20 years.
B) Develop a business plan that provides
details on how those goals will be achieved, to
include standards to measure performance at
regular intervals. Too often, volunteer organizations
claim they don’t want to do anything too formal or
intensive because they are just volunteers. However,
individuals in such groups also can be overworked
as volunteers. The purpose of careful planning is
to put in effort up-front to reduce future workloads
through greater efficiency and effectiveness.
C) Identify and develop a pool of committed
volunteers. There are always people who say they
will help, but then when asked to participate they
either can’t or don’t respond. For a strategic and
business plan to be effective, it requires committed
volunteers. That doesn’t mean slave labor or long
hours. It means the volunteers carefully evaluate
what they realistically commit to do, and then make
that commitment a high priority. Any leader would
rather have a volunteer who commits to work only
an hour a week, and does, rather than someone who
promises the world and does zilch. Over the years,
I’ve watched many people volunteer for TCMA,
including board members, and then do nothing -even with simple things, such as ignoring e-mails,
forcing the senders to double, triple or abandon
their efforts through lack of response. Certainly
everyone has a job, family, and other obligations,
and everyone wants time to go caving. But each
person must account for those factors in determining
what level of true commitment is possible.
D) Focus on bringing in new people, especially
with the intent of grooming them for leadership
positions. Change is hard, but fresh ideas and
energies are needed. I’m not suggesting a mass
exodus of TCMA’s leaders but a carefully planned
transition. Honest discussion is needed to identify
who is ready to move on and who is ready to move
up, and how and when to make those changes in an
orderly and positive fashion. Many organizations
keep some of their past officers on their board for a
year after new officers are elected in order to allow
a smooth transition and a transfer for corporate
knowledge that can’t be relayed through meeting
See VENI
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cutting and raking back the grass from the cabin line in the steep areas. They worked until dark.
and trimming up the trees in case the fire headed
Early Saturday afternoon, the Edwards County
toward the cabin again.
and Val Verde County Volunteer Firefighters
The Texas Forest Service cut a fire line along returned and a helitanker arrived and dumped water
the road just north of the cabin to help contain the on many of the hot spots. This helped in some of the
fire. The dozer then
hard to reach areas.
Photo by Allan Cobb
went out onto the
The firefighters were
land north of ours
then able to get in
to work on some
and mostly contain
hot spots. It was
the fire.
then that the dozer
Special thanks go
slipped off a ledge
out to the following
and ended up on
PhotoBill
by Joe Stiver
Mitchell
people:
its side. Edwards
for alerting us about
County brought in
the fire, Don Arburn
another dozer to cut
for bringing food,
fire lines. It was on
cold water, and cold
the other side of the
drinks, and Zara
county so that took
Environmental for
several hours to get
sending out a truck
it out there. They Fire trucks move in near the tipped-over bulldozer.
load of water. We
cut more fire lines
ended up not needing
along the road on our property and then moved
the water, so we refilled the water tank at the cabin
onto the property with a high game fence to the
since it hadn’t rained in a while. Finally, special
northeast of our property. They worked with that thanks go out to the Edwards and Val Verde
dozer until it got too steep. Late in the afternoon, Volunteer Fire Departments and the Texas Forest
TXDOT brought in two more big dozers to cut fire
Service.

VENI (from p. 9)

minutes and other records. TCMA could consider
something similar.
Many caving organizations simply reelect the
same people to office and boards for reasons of
comfort, ease, and a refusal to believe someone else
can do the job as well. I served as President of TSS
for 13 years and recognized I was becoming less
effective during my last few years. I offered to step
down a couple of times, but the board wouldn’t hear
of it, telling me I was “President For Life,” until my
move to Carlsbad forced me to resign. Now TSS
has new board members, new ideas and projects,
and is moving in positive ways that would not have
happened if I had stayed. And I’m not really gone.
I still work with and will always be available to
TSS. A similar transition yet continued presence
and assistance of long-term leaders can and should
happen with TCMA.

Notice my suggestions for TCMA are not
focused on activities like buying and managing
caves. I believe that if the process I suggest above
is done well, and with committed volunteers, that
TCMA’s leadership and membership will steer the
organization to the best course according to the
energies, resources, and opportunities available.
Anything else you can think of that
you feel is important?

Lots of things, but we’ve covered the highlights!
I’ll wrap up by thanking TCMA for this opportunity
to update its members on NCKRI and the ICS, and
for all of the great work TCMA and its members
have done up to now and that I know they will do
in the years ahead.
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By Joe Mitchell

A decorative property-line fence, a fence around
the sinkhole, a trail across the Preserve, and a parking lot - these are all parts of the Robber Baron
restoration project that were also Eagle Scout Projects. As part of becoming an Eagle Scout, a service
project must be completed prior the scout’s 18th
birthday. The project “must demonstrate leadership
of others and provide service to a worthy institution other than the Boy Scouts.” To carry out the
project, the scout must plan the work, provide the
materials, and coordinate volunteers to perform the
work. In many cases, the scouts try to arrange for
donation of any materials and equipment required.
TCMA has been fortunate to benefit from these
projects, which have made significant progress in
completing work at Robber Baron.
The first two projects, the property-line fence
and the fence around the sinkhole were performed
by Nick Navarro in Aug. 2006 and Matthew Haas
in Jun. 2007, respectively. Since then there have
been two more projects and more are in the works.
In Dec. 2007, Jon Montemayor built a trail
across the Preserve for his Eagle project. The trail
begins at the gate at corner of the alley and Nacodoches, crosses the bridge and continues behind
the sinkhole to the Camellia gate. The trail also
connects to the steps into the trench. To build it, the
trail edges were defined by heavy aluminum edging staked into the ground. The area was cleaned
out and ground cloth laid down. Then the trail was
topped off with gravel to finish it.
Photo by Joe Mitchell

The greatly improved parking area by the alley.

Photo by Joe Mitchell

Scouts and cavers help stake down the edging on
the trail for Jon Montemayor’s (white shirt near
center) Eagle project.

In Jan. 2008, the parking lot project was taken on by Khalif Halani. It involved leveling the
ground between the alley and fence and then placing gravel using a rented bobcat. Finally, end stops
were placed next to the fence. The parking lot extends most of the length of property and provides
a much improved place to park as compared to the
rough, muddy area that it used to be.
More Eagle projects are yet to come. One is the
addition of a new section of fence along the neighboring property and installing a vehicle gate along
the alley. Also in the planning stage is a project to
build a composting bin. These scout projects have
been a great success and the work performed has
been an invaluable addition to the Robber Baron
project. In addition, Boy Scout Troop 248 recently
adopted the task of watering the new plants on the
property. TCMA thanks all of the scouts and volunteers that have helped improve the property.
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The Search for the Blind Monster – A Documentary
By Allan B. Cobb

REVIEW
Title: The Edwards Aquifer, Ezell’s Cave
and the Search for the Blind Monster
Written, Directed, and Narrated by:
Joe Furman
This DVD is a 40minute documentary
written,
directed,
narrated by, and starring
Joe Furman. The subject
of the documentary is
the Texas Blind Cave
Salamander (Eurycea
rathbuni) and Ezell’s
Cave. Ezell’s Cave is
located near San Marcos and is currently owned
by the Texas Cave Management Association. The
Texas Blind Cave Salamander was first discovered
in Ezell’s Cave in 1896. The salamander was listed
as an endangered species in 1967 because of its
limited range.
The Texas Blind Cave Salamander is one of the
most highly cave adapted organisms in the world.
Its body is de-pigmented and it has long, thin
legs. It has rudimentary eyespots left over from
its long, gone eyes. It detects it prey—tiny blind
invertebrates—with special sense organs on its
skin. It is highly adapted for its cave environment
and it is the top of the food chain.
The laid back and friendly style projected by Joe
Furman really screams to just call him Joe. Joe did
a wonderful job researching the history of Ezell’s
Cave. The story is told through old newspaper
clippings, historic photos and film, and personal
interviews. Joe tells the audience this story like
he is right there with you. The film even includes
its own outtakes that make you feel like you are
right there on the set as it is being filmed. It also
includes a cameo appearance by Greenberry Ezell,
the person who found the cave.
Joe describes the history of Ezell’s cave and
the Texas Blind Cave Salamander. He visits
several other locations where the salamander
has been found. Glenn Longley, director of the
Edwards Aquifer Research and Data Center, tells

of the early days of studying the salamander and
discusses how and where they live. Victor Castillo
III, of Texas State University, shows Joe some of
the invertebrates that are found in the Edwards
Aquifer.
Jon Cradit, the TCMA Preserve Manager
for Ezell’s Cave, takes Joe out to the cave. They
discuss the geology and a brief introduction to how
the Edwards Aquifer works. Jon leads Joe into the
cave and down to the water. Ezell’s Cave is one
of the few caves where you can actually reach the
Edwards Aquifer. The Edwards Aquifer is not only
important for the Texas Blind Cave Salamander
and other invertebrates; it is also the drinking
water supply for almost 2 million people in Central
Texas.
Ezell’s Cave was home to a large population of
Texas Blind Cave Salamanders up until the 1960s
when the owner of the cave placed a fence over the
cave to keep people out. William Russell, TCMA
Director and long time caver, talks about how the
bats were excluded from the cave and how cavers
attempted to reintroduce them. When bats lived in
the cave, their guano fell into water and attracted
invertebrates such as blind shrimp, isopods, and
amphipods. These are the preferred food of the
salamanders so they were there too. After the
bats were excluded, the lack of bat guano meant
that the invertebrates moved to other places and,
undoubtedly, the salamanders followed.
Joe visits with Jean Krejca and Andy
Gluesenkamp, both biologists and cavers, who are
working on a population study of the salamanders.
They discuss their work and some of the preliminary
results. During this segment, underwater video of
Ezell’s Cave shows how it looks where few people
will ever go. The cooperative salamanders become
the star and let themselves be filmed in their natural
habitat. This is probably the first video of this
salamander in its natural habitat.
Overall, Joe does a really fine job of telling
about the Edwards Aquifer, Ezell’s Cave, Texas
Blind Cave Salamander, bats, and other cave life.
The viewer comes away with an understanding
of this seldom seen world. I give this video a five
salamander rating. Watch it and I’m sure you will
agree. Copies may be purchased through http://
texasblindsalamandermovie.com/.
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TCMA MEMBERSHIP MEETING NOTES
Meeting Date: Sunday, October 21, 2007 / Location: Texas Caver Reunion, Paradise Canyon, Medina Co., TX

OFFICER REPORTS
President Report - Linda Palit reports that we are still looking for caves to buy and to follow through on our strategic plan.
Passages are available.
Vice-President Report -Bill Russell reports on the Airman’s Cave rescue - it may have been a good thing since the City of
Austin is more interested in working with cavers to manage and coordinate caves – possibly with TCMA or the UT Grotto.
Discussion about media reporting of the rescue.
Treasurer Report - Michelle Bryant and Sue Schindel report that the transition to Quickbooks is nearly done and full reports
will soon be available. They discuss some of the things that need to be sorted out to get the books in order. Some discussion
about Preserve budgets and valuations.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
By-Laws Committee - Russell discusses the by-laws changes. Discussion about the issue of removal of Board members and
other changes. Motion to approve the by-law changes as presented in the Passages (Ron Ralph) -PASSED
LIDAR Committee - Cobb reports that two trips have happened so far and the third was rescheduled until the Feb 1st weekend. Jerry Bellian expects that we will complete it on the next trip. It is going well and the park is happy with the progress.
Cave Acquision Committee - Geary Schindel reports that there is no activity at this time, but the search for new caves is
ongoing. Palit notes that good relationships are a good approach. Ranzau notes that he will be excusing himself from the San
Antonio caves acquisition since it would be a conflict of interest for him. Palit states that we will be working on a COI policy.
Also discussion about having a place on our webpage for landowners to look at.
Fundraising Committee - Over $600 raised in garage sale (Palit). Of the remaining items, some will be saved for future auctions and others will go to goodwill. Ranzau reports that $320 was raised for the breakfast. Don asks for more help.
Communications Committee - Butch Fralia reports that the listserve is ready to go online. 233 names are on the list. It is
restricted in who can post. He also reports that there is a calendar on TSA to collect all events. Kevin McGowan announces
that he wants pictures for posting to the website. Fralia also requests text, pictures, and graphics for our Preserves for our
website – also management plans. Discussion about an online photo collection. Julie Jenkins reports on the upcoming Cave
Day in Austin. She can use more volunteers at the Village of Western Oaks 9am-4pm, Oct 27th. As part of an agreement, it is
an opportunity for the general public to come and see a cave. Agencies come out to talk about various environmental issues.
Over 1400 people came last year.
Budget Committee -Linda reports that we are working on our first budget and will have the money together soon. Aimee
Beveridge requests that budgets be in soon.
MANAGEMENT REPORTS
Bullis and UT caves are online for another year. At least 2 mapping trips to Amazing Maze are planned and will be announced. Ralph reports that the main contact for UT Lands was informed about the work going on and that he was excited
about searching for new caves. Coordinating with TSS to find likely areas for ridgewalking.
OLD BUSINESS
Volunteer Coordinator - Still looking for candidates and help. Ron notes that several people have been added to his committee.
Capitol Caver - The Capitol Caver was viewed over 90 times since it was posted.
La Cantera - They have been more flexible on land lately, but they will not give us money. These are management plans
mandated by Fish and Wildlife. Madla’s and Hills & Dales are two of these. The requirements to manage these are steep.
Publications - New brochures available with new logo. All issues of the old TCMA Activities Newsletters now online. Cobb
will take over brochure printing. Passages will come out at Spring Convention - looking for articles.
NEW BUSINESS
Officer Elections - Jay Jordan, Jon Cradit, Joe Mitchell, Allan Cobb, and Ron Ralph are the TCMA slate of candidates,
Jordan and Ralph are up for a one year term to get the Board rotation back in line. Other candidates are for a three year term.
Each candidate reads their platform statement. Palit opens nominations from the floor and describes the member description.
She notes that we are a working Board, not honorary. Move to approve slate (McGowan/Ralph) – APPROVED.
Misc. - Gary Franklin wants to volunteer more to help on Preserves. Help is needed for projects. Trip leader training will be
held this winter for Robber Baron.
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TCMA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING NOTES
Meeting Date: Sunday, January 13, 2008 / Location: Colorado Bend State Park, TX

OFFICER REPORTS
President Report - Palit discusses budgeting process. Notes that that we need to consider that Bullis may not always be there
and that we need to have enough money to be able to do a down payment on a new preserve. She notes that she is willing
continue as President until 2010 after which she will not run again. She has several organizational goals
Vice-President Report - Russell notes that he is pleased that financial information is being disseminated to the Board.
Treasurer Report - Ranzau reports on the financial status and that the transition has been working ok with Schindel and
Bryant, but there have been some paperwork issues. Have moved to a different branch of the same bank. We have opened up
separate checking accounts for each Preserve where each manager will have a check card - submit receipts to Ranzau (electronic is ok). Amounts on each card are limited so it has to be tracked carefully. If you make a big purchase, you need to get
Ranzau to transfer the money to an account. Question about Cave Management line item – its for Zara. P&L form needs for
more tweaking to understand what each line item means. Thank you to Ranzau and Bryant for doing all this hard work.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Communications Committee - McGowan reports that he has been getting pictures together from various TCMA projects
and preserves such as the LIDAR project. Also Mitchell has working on a comprehensive webpage for Robber Baron which
is nearly online (in Butch’s hands). Hopefully it can be a template for other Preserves. Discussion about the Listserve. It has
not been used, but has been put together and the first message will be sent out shortly. It is envisioned that messages will be
sent once or twice a month thing.
Fundraising Committee - Arburn is looking for people to help with Spring convention fundraising. He is hoping we can get
someone full time to work on future fundraising efforts. Also discussion about T-shirts.
Database Committee - Ralph presents Database report, Dues paying members – 139. Discussions about membership renewals and setting up the database to do it automatically. Another round of regular renewals will be sent out soon. He can also
quickly get lists of current members for Preserve trips.
Preserve Committee - A Draft Preserve Report is distributed. We will be saving and compiling this information. Discussion
about responsibilities of the Preserve Managers. A Preserve Manager job description will be prepared.
Budget Committee - Palit present budget priorities – See attached Budget Priorities. Russell notes that only about 10% of
the budget are small routine expenses whereas most are large lump sum expenses. Most of the things require Board action
so we can’t just present the budget but have to discuss it item by item. Hopefully we can improve this in future years. See
attached Budget Committee Observations. Ranzau discusses the details of the budget request sheet. We will go through each
preserve and discuss and edit line by line. Current total is about $10k less than the amount we profit so we have reserve for
savings, incidentals, etc. Palit discusses overall budgeting process. Each section will be discussed separately and voted on.
Each preserve gets $100 minimum operating expenses rather than worrying about reimbursements. The operating expenses
item is the amount on the check card to be issued to each Preserve Manager. Soon we will incorporate the income/donations
for each Preserve, which can be earmarked to that Preserve in the future.
General Expenses: Discussion about insurance. Discussion about org. memberships for Land Trust Councils – this is mostly
for goodwill and contacts – needed for insurance. Most incidental items are rounded up to nearest $100 based on previous
expenses. Accountant expense was higher due to book organization, but will be lower once all the books are in order.
Motion (Ralph/Palit) to accept this section – APPROVED
Deep & Punkin Preserve: The big request for the year is the toilet at the expense of everything else. Also want another water
tank – hope to get it donated – but it is budgeted. New roof on porch may start next weekend. Regarding the road, we already
paid for $1500 but they want another $2000 for the hill. Don notes that the grading job is pretty bad except on the hill which
is pretty good. He recommends is that if we spend more money, it should be on the section back to the cabin. Motion to appropriate $2k to Dixie Walker for the hill section of road work (Russell/Ralph) - APPROVED
Further discussion about the toilet. Motion to approve toilet (Ralph/Russell) - APPROVED
New water tank will require rebuilding lean-to. Motion to approve tank (Jorden/Arburn) – APPROVED
Motion to approve porch roof expense (Jorden/Ranzau) – APPROVED
Rolling Oaks Preserve: Faunal Investigation is the big item. Fence work is hoped to be done by Eagle Scout project. Add
$100 for possible fence expenses. Discussion about Faunal Investigation and the timing. Motion to approve (Ralph/Mitchell)
– APPROVED
Robber Baron Preserve: Motion to approve small sign expense (Ralph/Palit) - APPROVED
Motion to approve kiosk expense (Ranzau/Ralph) – discussion about timing - APPROVED
Motion for $1000 misc. project expenses (McGowan/Ranzau) - APPROVED
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Whirlpool Preserve: Russell describes expenses. Brush clearing is for renting a brush hog or wood chipper. Motion to approve brush expenses (Russell/Arburn) - APPROVED
Motion to approve printing expenses (Ralph/Jorden) – note to coordinate with Comm. Committee - APPROVED
Move to approve lock and gate expense (Mitchell/Ranzau) – Should be better spelled out in future - APPROVED
Lost Oasis Preserve: Discussion about the property and the need for a gate. Russell notes that it is currently wood and the
fence around the property needs some work.
Discussion about educational materials – Move to reduce to $50 (McGowan/Ralph) – APPROVED (Mitchell/Russell).
Move to strike mowing expense (Ranzau/Ralph) - APPROVED
Move to change signage to $50 (Arburn/Russell) - APPROVED
Godwin Ranch Preserve: It has its own budget separate from the main budget. That money is kept in a separate account.
All costs come out of that account. The overhead costs cover our expenses – insurance, paperwork, etc. Motion to accept as
amended – with increased overhead expense to $1000 (Ralph/Cobb) – APPROVED
Village of Western Oaks Preserve: Voting on $50 expense only. Other money is passed through from the HOA. Motion to approve (Ranzau/Mitchell) – APPROVED Discussion about money sources – no money yet from HOA, but we are working on
that relationship.
Ezell’s Preserve: Motion to approve (Ralph/Palit) - APPROVED
UT Lands: Get petty cash expense only.
Total Preserve expense now $35,619. This is total and it is noted that individual line items will not be increased or moved
from column to column. Discussion about adding a line item for the Communications Committee since it will eventually
handle all the brochures and printing tasks. Motion to appropriate $300 to Communications Committee (Ranzau/Mitchell)
- APPROVED Motion to add $100 for Database Committee - APPROVED
Final total of General Expense and Preserve Expense: $51,719.
New final total out of pocket expense: $36,019.
By-laws Review - An ad-hoc committee is created to review the Research Request Procedures. The committee will be composed of E. Mitchell, Ralph, and Russell.

PRESERVE & MANAGEMENT REPORTS
Rolling Oaks - E. Mitchell gives a brief report on the recent Board visit. Discussion about sending photos of each Preserve to
Comm. Committee when improvements are undertaken.
Robber Baron - J. Mitchell reports that the trail across property was done as a recent Eagle Scout project. He hopes that the
grand opening will be this fall.
Camp Bullis - Palit reports that the final report for ’07 was finished in December. It is noted that the Bullis contract goes on
the government fiscal year (Oct – Sep).
OLD BUSINESS
Listserve - Its ready – will send messages to Com. Committee to review before sending out.
LIDAR - Cobb reports that there have been some changes. Jerry Bellian has handed it off to a company with more modeling
experience. A trip last weekend did survey work down in the Lake Room. Another trip will be in Feb. They want to have it
done by May. McGowan reports that he needs to finish up photos, will be a long weekend of work – lots of slaves – all shots
perpendicular to the wall, etc. Also need some precise survey points to reference from. Backside of guano mound is done.
Robber Baron Grand Opening - McGowan notes that we need advanced notice to have press releases, etc.
Grant Writer - Arburn reiterates need for professional grant writer.
NEW BUSINESS
COI Policy - Must approve one since we are required to have one by law. States on IRS 990 that we have one Motion to
approve one now (Document #1) and revise it later. (McGowan/Ranzau) – PASSED. Jorden and Ralph will make a modified
COI and present it to Board. Each Board member must fill out the COI questionnaire.
ICS 2009 - Discussion about donation levels and amount worth budgeting. It is noted that a donation will provide us goodwill and logo space. ICS still needs money. Discussion about donating at the $5000 level to get the corporate sponsorship.
Ranzau notes that we will have $180k free. Move to donate $5000 (Ranzau/Jorden) – Discussion about how much impact this
will make. NCKRI is only big donor so far (except for in-kind donors like TSS) – PASSED. TCMA will only have a specific
trip on Weds to San Antonio area caves. Ranzau will setup a table for us.
Misc. Business
- Discussion about where TCMA policies should be published – website is suggested.
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of the cave. She will donate her work to Texas Parks
and Wildlife and the Devil’s Sinkhole Society.
When I asked what she was working on now, she
told me all about the Cavern’s Art Project. In 2008
Lois and other volunteers got the idea of having an
art show in the visitor’s center for Carlsbad Caverns.
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The Executive Director of the park has offered their
collection of fine art. The fine art includes works by
photographer Ansel Adams and artist Will Shuster.
These works are rarely exhibited. The exhibit is
called, “Underground Visions: Carlsbad Caverns
Through The Artist’s Eye.” You can learn more at
Lois’ website (http://www.loismanno.com).

DONOR APPRECIATION
The TCMA would like to thank all of our donors over the last year:
Institutional Donors

Individual and Family Donors
• Tom Brown
• Michelle Bryant
• William Bushfield
• Tom Florer
• David B. Hea
• Dave Heagerty
• Frank Herzig
• Nick Johnson
• Mark Lee
• Milo Marks
• Candace Martens

• Logan McNatt
• Gordon Morlan
• David Ochel
• Greg Passmore
• Grover and Sue Shade
• Susan Souby
• Peter Sprouse
• Pat Thompson
• Chris Vreeland
• Marian Wilson

• Cowtown Grotto
• Texas Cave Conservancy
• University of Texas Grotto
Major Individual Donors
• Aaron Addison
• Don Arburn
• Allan Cobb

• John M. Kreidler
• Linda Palit

Major Institutional Donors
• Devils Sinkhole Society

A special thank you to Bev Shade and Jonathan Wilson who, for their wedding, requested donations be made to the TCMA land acquisition fund in lieu of gifts.

MEMBERSHIP AND DONATION INFORMATION
The Texas Cave Management Association invites you to be part of a statewide conservation effort by participating as an active
member. TCMA needs your generous contributions and your help in its management activities and for cave acquisition. Your
contributions are tax deductible and are used to support caves, cave science, conservation, and educational activities. Caves are
a unique and non-renewable resource. We urge you to join with TCMA to protect our Texas caves and karst.

Regular:

$15.00

Business: $100.00

Associate:

$10.00 (Students under 21)

Institutional: $50.00 (Non-profit)

Sustaining Contribution for lifetime members: $10.00

Name						
E-mail		
Address						
City					
State		
Phone #’s							

Zip
Date		

Make checks payable to: TCMA / Mail to: P.O. Box 7427, Austin, TX 78713

Family: $22.50

Cavers can buy caves !
Donate to TCMA
AMOUNT: $
Cave Acquisition Fund
General Donation
Donate to a TCMA Preserve:
Preserve Name

